
The Pride Commitment

Join us and
let’s build our future

CONFIDENCE LEADS TO SUCCESS

WHO DO WE THINK WILL FIT IN?

WHAT OUR EMPLOYEES THINK

The Pride Living story is about harnessing diversity 

and growing together to support the evolution of 

aged care to a consumer driven model. Together, 

we are committed to helping our clients develop 

sustainable operating models that deliver quality 

of life to their care recipients.

The Pride was assembled with a cross-disciplinary 

team of consultants covering quality, operational 

and strategic expertise, to give our clients the 

confidence to succeed.

As we deliver support to our clients, we value each 

member of the Pride as an integral part of the 

Pride Living story. We recognise that together we 

can support positive change to the way we care for 

older Australians.

Profit share scheme 
that recognises 
individual and team 
contribution.

Sharing success

Each year staff decide 
which charities will be 
included in our CSR 
program.

Strong CSR

Our impact on the 
quality of care and 
services for the 
elderly is rewarding.

Rewarding projects

A culture that 
promotes self 
development and 
study.

Empowering you

We asked the team what sort of people they think 

will thrive at Pride Living, they said people who:

“The work is challenging but rewarding, and there 

are opportunities to widen your experience.”

“At Pride Living, we have a very inclusive work 

environment, where you are taken seriously and 

heard regardless of experience level.”

“I get the benefit of a strong network of managers 

and colleagues who support and encourage my 

personal development and growth.”

through their skills and knowledge can create 

value for our clients

respect older people, their fellow workers and 

Aged Care Providers

embrace a collaborative approach and 

contribute to the Pride

are self-directed, disciplined and adaptable 

to challenging work situations

accept personal responsibility

are able to be innovative and imaginative
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